come to understand phenomena. By stripping all this away, Harris fails in the enterprise of understanding the past: describing what researchers thought they saw and explaining why they thought they were right. What were they really doing when they were thinking about cells and their place in the animated body? His stripping away of the interpretative matrix also devalues the contributions microscopists sought to make to wider cultural and metaphysical debates. Harris's approach is not mandatory for those defending scientific realism, and he is naive in supposing he has rediscovered his subject. This book is fundamentally a scientist's effort to establish priority in discovering the modern view of nature.
Historians If the proliferation of biomedical theories of sexuality characterized the last fin de siecle; then the explosion of scholarly interest in those theories characterizes ours. Sexology in culture is an excellent collection of the kind of focused studies that have made the history of sexuality such a dynamic research field in recent years. The essays are as interdisciplinary as was sexology itself and show how medical and psychological elements were always intertwined in sexological discourse with legal, political and, above all, cultural notions of gender-appropriate desires and conduct.
No better illustration could be found for this statement than the concept of sexual inversion. As Merl Storr shows in her essay on Richard von Krafft-Ebing, inversion was far from equivalent to what we call homosexuality: it incorporated a number of grades and forms of deviation from cultural concepts of true masculinity and femininity-same sex eroticism was only one of these. This crucial point is also emphasized by Jay Prosser, who argues that not homosexuality but the far larger category of transgender phenomena was the primary concern of the pioneer sexologists. Exploring the question of inversion from another perspective, Joseph Bristow shows how Havelock Ellis's collaboration with the classicist John Addington Symonds petered out because of irreconcilable differences on the origins of inversion: for Symonds, it was healthy and sanctioned by classical antiquity, while for the medically trained Ellis, it was an abnormality that was primarily biological in origin, albeit not necessarily a sign of degeneration. Ellis's intellectual context is also examined by Jane Caplan, who shows how this disagreement with the Italian criminologist Cesare Lombroso's theories on prostitution reflected broader differences between continental and English approaches. The English response to continental theories is also the subject of Judy Greenway's essay, which analyses how the Viennese philosopher Otto Weininger's profoundly misogynist work was often read against the grain in Britain and utilized by people who were anything but misogynists.
Notwithstanding the importance of the broader entity of gender inversion, sexologists were deeply concerned with homosexuality. Siobhan Somerville argues that although sexologists rarely wrote at length on race, racial and sexual ideologies were "structurally interdependent and mutually productive" (p. 62). The evidence, however, is based mostly on a small number of obscure American sources, which, furthermore, are read in order to hear "the inexplicable presence of the thing not named", i.e. homosexuality (p. 62). Scholars who do not agree with this methodology are unlikely to be swayed by the argument. In a welcome departure from typical trends, there are more essays in this volume on female homosexuality than on the male variety. Suzanne Raitt is informative on the lesbianism of Vita Sackville-West but the opposition she tries to set up between sexuality and the emotions remains rather unfocused. Lesbianism is also at Sexology in culture is an admirable collection informative, well-organized and intellectually stimulating. Sexology uncensored collects brief excerpts from the works of virtually every important sexologist, which are introduced by the authors of the essays in Sexology in culture. The scholarly value of the collection has been reduced by the excision of large chunks of material from the excerpts but it will be of some use in undergraduate courses. The focus of both volumes, however, is largely on Britain and we shall still have to look elsewhere for material on sexology in Germany and Austria, the nerve centres of the field.
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